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 Introduction: Part II
which I suspect in many cases the author got out of the lexicons.
— It is only fair to add, however, that the bulk of MR is after all
composed in a fairly simple, lucid, and not unattractive style.
Furthermore, the narrative of MB contains some more serious
divergences from the original than any found in SR. Thus to Story
32, which in the original was merely a brief eulogy of Vikrama, MR
adds a long account of how Bhatti became Vikrama's minister. Bhatti
is mentioned in the other versions at various times, but the con-
tents of this MR story are nowhere hinted at in them. The tale was
evidently inserted by the MR redactor to fill what he felt as a gap;
for the original " Story " 3£ is, in fact, really no story at all. (The
redactor of JR treated it in the same way, see below.) Furthermore,
MR inserts in the opening of Story 3 the well-known story of the
Weaver as Viisim (cf. AJP. 33.273 ff.; but in MR the hero's name —
not his occupation! — is Kaulika, = * Weaver'). The catch-verse of
this fable, praising resolute action, was already found in the original,
and MR's redactor undertook to show his learning and skill by writing
out a poetic version of the whole story. Other individualities of MR,
in which it seems to me to be certainly unoriginal, are the following.
In VII Bahugruta hides Qaradanandana in a cave, instead of in the
cellar of his own house. In 5 the story of the passage of the swollen
torrent is put into the mouth of the messenger, who tells it to the king
on his return. In 11 (which is MR's 9) the dramatis personae are
somewhat different; see the Composite Outline. In the end of 13 the
story of the brahman-rakgasa is differently and much more fully told.
In. 18, end, the king follows the magic pillar and throne under the
water to the house of the goddess Prabha; all this is new. In 21 the
eight Great Magic Powers describe themselves in much detail; in the
other versions they are not even named. In £3 MR, like BR, omits
the account of the king's daily life, which SR and JR have (certainly
with the original). In M the four brothers tell their story in full to
Vikrama, and it is thus that we first hear it. The end of 24 is also
changed. In 25 the king travels thru the sky and forcibly blocks the
planet Saturn.
These are perhaps the most markt cases in which MR has variations
in plot which seem clearly secondary. I have already alluded to the
change in the order of a few stories (page xxxi). Story 11 is moved to
ninth place in MR, and consequently Stories 9 and 10 appear as 10
and 11 respectively. There are no other changes in order.

